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Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) has contracted with EnerNOC, a third party
energy-efficiency implementation specialist, to implement the Monitoring Based
Commissioning (MBCx) Program. This program helps PG&E’s large commercial
customers identify and implement energy savings measures based on detailed
energy consumption data from the Building or Energy Management System.
Monitoring-Based Commissioning refers to the combination of data collection,
sophisticated data filtering and professional analysis in conjunction with a
comprehensive facility audit. Increasing energy efficiency also benefits the
environment by conserving our natural resources and reducing air emissions.

Using EnerNOC’s SiteSMART application, a “smart grid” monitoring technology,
the MBCx Program helps a facility quantify
the value of measures including:

• Detecting faults.
• Optimizing schedules.
• Adjusting temperature set-points.
• Reducing overcooling.
• Participating in demand response programs.

Eligibility Requirements
The MBCx program was designed to address
the energy management needs of large
commercial customers with greater than
100,000 square feet of conditioned space or
an electric demand of greater than 500 kW.

To participate effectively customers must have:

• BacNET/IP- enabled building management
system (BMS).

• BMS metering for utility service point of entry
(POE) and BMS control and monitoring points for environmental comfort and
operating systems.

• Sufficient IT capacity to support the export of energy usage data to EnerNOC’s
Energy Management Platform.
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Energy-Efficiency Measures and Services Covered
Almost any kind of energy savings measure may be covered. The program enables
customers to determine what projects will be most cost-effective and make the
most sense for the business.

Participating customers receive the entire suite of MBCx services free of charge
for the first 12 months of participation. This includes:

• Integration of BMS to EnerNOC’s SiteSMART application.
• Comprehensive facility audit and report.
• 12 monthly ScoreCard reports that track performance and contain
recommendations for energy-efficiency measures (EEM).

• EEM implementation assistance.
• 24/7 web-access to detailed, real-time facility energy usage.

Post-installation support is available.

Customers may receive incentive payments for up to 50 percent of project costs
at the following rates:

• $0.09/kWh
• $1.00/therm
• $100/peak kW

Next Steps
To learn more about participating, please visit www.enernoc.com or contact the
MBCx Program Manager, Sean Layerle, by email at slayerle@enernoc.com or by
phone at 415-343-9500. You may contact the PG&E Business Customer Service
Center at 1-800-468-4743 or visit www.pge.com to learn about other PG&E
energy-efficiency programs.
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